A group G is said to have the falsification by fellow-traveller property (FFTP) with respect to a specified finite generating set X if, for some constant K, all non-geodesic words over X [ X 1 K-fellow-travel with G-equivalent shorter words. This implies, in particular, that the set of all geodesic words over X [ X 1 is regular. We show that Garside groups with appropriate generating set satisfy FFTP.
Introduction
Throughout this article we let G be a group generated by a finite set X and set A´X [ X 1 . So elements of G are represented by words w 2 A . We denote the length of the word w and the length of a shortest word w 0 with w 0 D G w by jwj and jwj G , respectively. Then w is geodesic if jwj D jwj G .
For a non-negative integer i and w 2 A , w.i/ will denote the prefix of w of length i if i Ä jwj, or w if i > jwj. For K 0, we say that words w and v (synchronously) K-fellow-travel if jw.i/ 1 v.i/j G Ä K for all i 0. Definition 1.1. The group G has the falsification by fellow traveller property (FFTP) with respect to X or A if there is a constant K 0 such that, for any non-geodesic word v 2 A , there exists a word w 2 A with v D G w and jwj < jvj such that v and w K-fellow travel.
This property was introduced by Neumann and Shapiro in [6] . They prove in Proposition 4.1 of that paper that, when this property holds, the set G .G; A/ of geodesic words is a regular set, and they use it to prove that virtually abelian groups and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups have regular sets of geodesics with respect to suitable generating sets.
In fact the definition given in [6] stipulates the apparently weaker condition that v and w asynchronously K-fellow travel, but it is straightforward to prove (exercise, or see [4] , Lemma 1) that the two definitions are equivalent. It is also proved in [4] that groups with FFTP are almost convex, satisfy a quadratic isoperimetric function, and have the property F 3 . Furthermore, their word problem is solvable in quadratic time.
It is not true that the regularity of G .G; A/ implies that G has FFTP with respect to X. This is demonstrated by an example presented in [5] , namely the wreath product of an infinite cyclic group with a group of order 2 defined by the presentation ht; a j t 2 ; OEa; tati, with X D fa; tg. Note, however, that this group does have FFTP with respect to X D fa; b; tg, where b D tat.
It is proved in [2] that Garside groups, which include the braid groups, have regular geodesics with respect to suitable X, and the purpose of this note is to show that they also satisfy FFTP with respect to the same X . Our proof is self-contained, but many of our arguments are adaptations of those in [2] . See also [3] for a general treatment of Garside groups, including the proof of their biautomaticity.
Garside groups
The definition of a Garside group depends on the concept of an atomic monoid. We can do the same for right divisibility, but we shall assume throughout that the partial order Ä on atomic monoids represents left divisibility.
A Garside group G is defined to be a group having a submonoid G C which is atomic, and which has the following additional properties:
(1) Any two elements of G C have a least common multiple and a greatest common divisor on both the left and the right; (2) there exists an element of G C with the property that the sets of left and right divisors of are the same, and they form a finite generating set for G C as a monoid and G as a group.
Let G be a Garside group, let z X be the set of left and right divisors of the specified element , and set X D z X n f1g. We shall prove that G has FFTP with respect to the generating set A´X [ X 1 . In the course of the proof we shall need to consider words over Q A´A [ f1g. Since no word in Q A that contains 1 can be a geodesic, we have G .G; Q A/ D G .G; A/. The Garside groups include the braid groups and, more generally, the Artin groups of finite type. The simplest example is the braid group on three strings generated by a and b, for which D aba D bab and X D fa; b; ab; ba; abag. Notice that the set X of divisors of is generally much larger than the natural minimal generating set of the group. For the braid group B n on n strings generated by n 1 simple crossings, we have jXj D nŠ 1. The n 1 simple crossings are of course the atomic elements.
For g; h 2 G C , we write g^h for the greatest common left divisor of g and h. Then we have:
Proof. Clearly any common divisor of and g.^h/ is a common divisor of and gh. Conversely, let
Hence gh D gml and, by the cancellation law, h D ml. Now m is a right divisor of k which is itself a left and hence right divisor of , so m 2 z X, and hence m Ä ^h. So k D gm Ä g.^h/, which completes the proof.
(By expressing an arbitrary g 2 G C as a word in X , we can use a straightforward induction argument on the length of the word to prove that the above result holds for all g 2 G C , but we shall not need that result.) Let g 2 G C be represented by the word w D 1 2 : : : n 2 X . Then we define
is a right divisor of Á iC1 , which implies that iC1 2 z X. We have now derived an alternative word Á 1 2 : : : n 2 z X that represents g, and we shall refer to this process as rewriting the word w.
Lemma 2.2. If g 2 G
C is represented by w 2 X and Ä g, then g D G v for some v 2 X with jvj < jwj.
Proof. Let w D 1 2 : : : n 2 X . In the notation just introduced, we have g D Á 1 2 : : : n with Á 1 D ^w D ^g. But Ä g implies that ^g D , so Á 1 D and the result follows.
(By repeating the rewriting process starting with the element 2 : : : n , we can find a word Á /. This is the known as the left greedy normal form for g, and plays an important role in the automatic structure for G, but we shall not pursue that further here.)
For 2 z X, we have D G where, since z X is the set of right divisors of , 2 z X . Similarly, there exists 2 z X with D G . It follows from the cancellation laws in G that the maps 7 ! and 7 ! are permutations of z X. Note also that D G D G , so there is a permutation of z X (which restricts to a permutation of X) for which D G . / for all 2 z X, and D G . /. We have r 2 Z.G C / and hence r 2 Z.G/, where r is the order of the permutation . In the braid groups, for example, we have r D 2.
Henceforth g will denote an arbitrary element of G, which is represented by the word w D and we shall denote this word of length n in Q A by .w/. If m 2, then we can define .w 2 / as . .w// and hence by recursion we can define .w r / for any 0 Ä r Ä m. We define .
r w/ in a similar manner for 0 Ä r Ä m, and we have .w m /; . m w/ 2 z X . Analogously, if p 1 and k is maximal with k D 1, then
and we denote this word by .w 1 /. We can thus define .w r / and (similarly) .
r w/ for 0 Ä r Ä p, and it is straightforward to verify that .w r / D . r w 1 / 1 and . r w/ D .w 1 r / 1 . These words all have length n D jwj. For g 2 G C , it is conceivable that the length jgj G C of the shortest word in X that represents g could be longer than the length jgj G of the shortest word in A that represents g. Our next aim is to prove that this does not happen, and so jgj G C D jgj G .
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove this for r D 1. Let 1 : : : k be a shortest word in X that represents g. Then, by Lemma 2.2, we can assume that 1 D , but then cancelling gives g D G 2 : : : 
Proof.
We have
Hence we may assume that k m and by Lemma 2.5 applied with x w in place of g and m in place of k, we have jgj G Ä k, with equality if and only if 6 Ä x w. Now w is geodesic if and only if jgj G D n, which is the case if and only if k D n and 6 Ä x w. Clearly k D n is equivalent to x w 2 G .G; A/. By Lemma 2.7, w 2 G .G; A/ if and only if 6 Ä g m D G x w.
We are now ready to prove our main result. n n with each i 2 X, i 2 f1; 1g, and set p´p.w/ and m´m.w/. We may assume that the maximal proper prefix w.n 1/ of w is geodesic.
By Propositions 2.8 and 2.7 either p > 0 and Ä p g 1 or m > 0 and Ä m g. These two conditions are clearly symmetrical, so we shall assume that the first one holds.
For
n n 1 : : : 1 where each i 2 z X and, for
We now rewrite the word n n 1 : : : 1 as described in the comments preceding Lemma 2.2. So we define elements Á i for 1 Ä i Ä n and i for 1 Ä i < n of z X which satisfy
Then n : : : 1 D G Á n n 1 : : : 1 and Á i D ^. i : : : 1 / for 1 Ä i Ä n. So, since we are assuming that Ä p g 1 D G n n 1 : : : 1 , we have Á n D . We shall now proceed to define a word v D Ä 1 : : : Ä n 1 2 Q A , which is equal in G to w. We shall then go on to show that v 2-fellow travels with w.
Let k be maximal such that k Ä n and k D 1. (We are assuming p > 0, so such a k exists.) Define q.i/´p.i/ for 0 Ä i < k and q.i/´p.i/ 1 D p 1 for k Ä i < n. Then, for 1 Ä i < n, since q.i/ D q.i 1/ or q.i 1/ C 1, we have 
The configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 for a word w D A , it could conceivably include occurrences of 1. However, from our assumption that w.n 1/ 2 G .G; A/, we have jwj G n 2, so in fact Ä i D 1 for at most one value of i. By removing such an element Ä i from v if it exists, we obtain a word equivalent to w in A which 3-fellow travels with w. This completes the proof.
